
New partnership 
 
 
Golden Race and Iforium working together on innovative solutions 

and platforms  
 
 
Golden Race games and virtual sports are already available and 100% integrated on 
Gameflex™, Iforum’s innovative casino aggregation and seamless bonusing platform.  
 
Iforium is a multi-award winning B2B software development company focused on providing 
next generation gaming solutions. Gameflex™ combines over 10,000 games from 100+ 
gaming vendors and is available to multi-channel operators via a single and seamless API 
integration. 
 
Having integrated Golden Race’s all-in-one solution, which also includes products from the 
provider’s slot division Spinmatic and Live Games studio HollywoodTV, the Iforium platform 
is now able to deliver a complete new set of virtual sports, video slots and live games to their 
numerous clients.  
 
Phil Parry, Iforium CEO, stated: “I am delighted to confirm our partnership with Golden Race 
and I welcome their addition to our Gameflex portfolio, particularly in this time of limited 
sporting action. Golden Race are undoubtedly one of the leading providers of Virtual content 
in the industry and this integration supports our goal of offering the very best content to our 
operator base across all gaming verticals”. 
 
For Golden Race’s CEO & Founder, Martin Wachter, “this alliance is a huge incorporation to 
our partners team. We are stronger together because, thanks to this agreement, all our 
games and virtual sports are already fully integrated in Gameflex™, being available for more 
clients in several markets”.  
 
  
ABOUT Iforium  
Iforium was founded in 2006 and based in the Isle of Man; proud recipient of the EGR B2B 
IT Supplier of the Year Award and CEEGC Casino Awards 2017 & 2018. Iforium are 
licenced and regulated in multiple jurisdictions including the UK Gambling Commission and 
ONJN in Romania. 
  
ABOUT Golden Race 
Golden Race is a leading developer and provider of award-winning virtual sports and betting 
solutions. The company offers the first real sportsbook with a virtual outcome. Based on 
realistic odds, our virtual sports engage players constantly, generating more than 25 million 
bets per day. 
With the most reliable and cost-effective solution for retail in the market and a cutting-edge 
online platform for desktop and mobile, operators can deliver our attractive set of exciting 
sports customised according to their needs. 
 

 
 

 


